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AfDB keen to back
Lamu Port project
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OIL AND THE NEW SCRAMBLE
FOR EAST AFRICA
One of my greatest
pleasures is watching
and tracking elephants.
I recall turning a corner
in the Masai Mara and
finding myself alone except
for a herd of over 100
elephants. I have watched a
documentary about the
elephants of Kilimanjaro
and I learnt that elephants
mourn their dead just
like we do. They actually
caress the bones of the
departed and apparently
never forget. When I left
London, I naturally kept
myself plugged into the
information loop and a
stream of research has
been landing in my
inbox. The latest arrival
was issued by UBS and
its tagline was Oil & Gas
Hunting Elephants in East
Africa’s rift basins. It really
is worth a read. The thrust
of the report is that the
great game is on and it is
in play in
East Africa. In this report,
UBS estimates that Kenya
alone might have 6 Lake
Albert basins equivalents.
I have seen a report that
compares Somalia to
Kuwait. The gas find in
Mozambique is variously
estimated to be equivalent
to 2m barrels of crude oil
equivalent per day for 50
years. These are very big
numbers. East Africa is like
a brand new freshly minted
debutante at her coming
out party.
Understanding the fact
that the prize is a c21st
Koh-I-Noor diamond, helps
us better comprehend the
geopolitical power plays
that are taking place. What
is clear is that we are the
swing state, the
geopolitical pivot. The
reason being that we are
the transit state. Juba [the

breach with Khartoum is
evidently an irreparable
one], Uganda, Omo Delta,
Ethiopia all have to come
through Mombasa or Lamu
to reach global markets. I
worked on a World Bank
report about the port of
Mombasa and sometimes I
feel like going down to my
home town and knocking
heads. You wont make any
money being an expensive
non-tariff barrier. You will
be out of the game: “bake
the cake brothers stop
fighting over stale crumbs.”
Now lets try and unpick the
bigger picture. China took
a big hit in Libya [35,000
Chinese left in the space of
7 days last year], they are
taking a big hit in Sudan.
Five per cent of china’s oil
imports came from Sudan
[north and south]. And it
seems to me that a line is
being drawn and
it is somewhere near
Heglig. Last week, there
was some controversy
over comments credited
to a couple of European
emissaries. It told me a
lot about what Europe is
thinking. There has been
an epiphany about China
in africa and we are [East
Africa] apparently the jewel
that the big powers are
jostling over.
Do you really believe
that Silva Kiir had the
cohones to swing into
Heglig all on his own? The
insertion of 100 JSOC [the
US joint special operations
command] personnel to
find Joseph Kony was
made legitimate in an
extraordinary c21st and
viral way. #stopkony and
#kony2012. They are not
going folks, they are here
to stay and they have many
more than just Joseph Kony
in their crosshairs.
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LAUNCHED: President Mwai KIbaki, his Southern Sudan counterpart Salva Kiir and Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi during the launch of the Lamu Port-South Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor Project (LAPSSET) in Lamu earlier this year.
BY JAMES MBUGUA
THE African Development Bank
has expressed interest in participating
in the proposed US$25billion (Sh2trillion) Lamu Port- Southern Sudan-Ethiopia Transport Corridor infrastructure
project.
AfDB regional director for East Africa, Gabriel Negatu, told the Star the
bank would consider participating in
the project components where it has
competence.
Negatu spoke recently on the sidelines of a project launch for geothermal
power development in the Menengai
Crater by the Geothermal Development Company (GDC) that the bank
is financing.
“We’ve been in discussion with
the government of Kenya. They have
asked us to look at, along with other
partners, several aspects of it and again
LAPSSET is a regionally transforming
project,” Negatu said.
“It is not Kenya’s project alone, as

you will recall HE President Mwai
Kibaki, Mr. Silva Kiir, Mr Zenawi
from Ethiopia all were there to signify
the regional dimension. This will be a
public private partnership (PPP) so we
will come into this project as a regional
project from a regional envelope that
allows us to service all three countries
at the same time.”
The LAPSSET project is meant to facilitate trade and investment with oilrich Southern Sudan and the 80-million people strong Ethiopia.
The project consists of different components including: the Port of Lamu at
Manda Bay, a railway line from Lamu
to Isiolo, Isiolo to South Sudan, and
Isiolo to Ethiopia as well as a highway
and pipeline along the same route.
Three airports at Lamu, Isiolo and
Lokichoggio in Turkana will be built
as part of the project.
There will also be an oil refinery either at Lamu or Isiolo.
“At this early stage, the bank will
work with government to carry out

and complete the preliminary studies,
design issues, financial engineering.
Some areas we will lead, where we
have the competence and other areas
we will work with others and allow
others to lead,” Negatu added.
“Our footprint in the roads sector
is very clear for everyone to see, our
private sector has experience in financing pipelines, railways, we’ve just put
some money to finance the East Africa
Railway so we do have experience in
railways so roads, railways, pipeline.”
AfDB is the the third-largest lender
to Kenya and accounts for 7.3 per cent
of the country’s external borrowing after the World Bank at 43 per cent and
Japan (15.5 per cent).
Major projects it has financed include
the Sh27billion Thika Superhighway,
the Isiolo to Moyale highway, the Namanga – Arusha highway, high-voltage
transmission lines from Mombasa to
Nairobi and the proposed 686kilometre high-voltage double-circuit transmission line from Ethiopia to Suswa.

KRA to go after landlords over taxes
BY PETER KIRAGU
THE Kenya Revenue Authority is rolling out a plan
to catch all errant landlords
and property developers
who do not pay their taxes.
KRA has already undertaken a pilot survey
involving 100 properties in
one of Nairobi’s residential
neighbourhoods where it
discovered that less than 40
per cent of landlords and

developers pay tax.
The authority is using
data from other entities
such as the Ministry of
Lands, utility companies
and the City Council of
Nairobi to track down all
the property owners in
Nairobi and later in other
parts of the country.
KRA says it now has
information on who owns
what property in Nairobi
and that soon it will be

knocking at the doors of
the tax evaders.
“They will be caught.
It is really a question of
time,” said commissioner
general John Njiraini on
Thursday.
“I call upon landlords
and property developers
to ensure they file accurate
tax declarations in order to
avoid penalties and interest
when finally caught.”
He spoke at KRA offices

when he released Q3 revenue performance figures.
In addition, KRA is setting up an integrated tax
management system that
will allow use of data from
varied sources to assess the
accuracy of tax filings as
well as enable the authority to address those who
fail to make declarations
on time. The system’s full
implementation is planned
for 2013.

